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Poetry by REN PIKE
At the heart of everything there is rebar
Steadfast, it labors. Holding the world
together. Not brash and self-serving,
more quiet–I got this. It's undeniable. Set
in its ways. Inflexible. It waits for you
to come to it. Only stabbing you in the foot
or the calf if you've wandered knee-deep
in murky waters or construction hells.
It's kind of reassuring how it shows no bias.
Upholding all sorts of supremely lovely
and also–let's be honest–shit architecture
that should never have been built, was
opposed by the community but constructed
anyway, because some rich dumbbell wanted
to make an obscene profit. That's how rebar rolls.
Kind of wobbly and heavy. Unattractive yet
essential. Ready. With a rough and crusty exterior.
Tending to erode if exposed. Totally built
to be buried. Uplifting. It promises to persist.
To re-emerge. It counts on the drip drip drip of history
to eat away at its cement-ary goodness.
Until its steely fingers can reach into your
streams and reservoirs. Catching your discarded
tires. Making whirlpools of your cages.
Romantic tale of chivalry
I was walking down by the river
near where that girl was
dragged from her path
and raped
left for dead did die
it's a beautiful spot
with the cottonwoods
sweeping their branches
trunks tilting out over the water
mature trees no doubt
start out straight and narrow
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then time and events
happen keep happening
winter ice heaves
spring floods surge
carrying away rocks
eroding soil banks collapse
tearing out entire root systems
over and over
every year things shift
lean further
when they found her she was lying on her side
naked in the new growth
thin upright branches sprouting near the tree base
sent up as a call for help arborists say
when conditions aren't right
suckers are a sign of environmental stress
often seen in urban hell strips
the river path is rife
it rained that night but nothing reached her
investigators said sheltering greenery preserves evidence
which they carefully collected and transported
catalogued and crosschecked not that it helped
the men who assaulted her those guys are long gone
and likely still around
the path is well maintained for rapid commuting
to and from work
Ren Pike is originally from Newfoundland. Through sheer luck, she was born into family who
understood the exceptional value of a library card. She has completed physics, computer science and
education degrees, as well as a poetry course or two. She's worked at a variety of jobs, in a bazillion
different places. Remote and urban. Foreign and domestic. Right now, she's helping communityminded non-profits wring meaning from data in Calgary, Canada. She writes, whenever possible. Her
work has been published in Antilang and Gyroscope Review. She can be found on Twitter @sputta.
Be sure to check out this exclusive interview with Ren on the Orson’s Publishing blog.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Orson's PublishingABOUTBOOKSORSON'S REVIEW - Interview
Meet Orson's Review Contributor Ren Pike
August 10, 2019
We're honored to feature new poetry by Ren Pike in Issue Three of Orson's Review. Issue Three of
Orson's Review was published on September 24th, 2019.
We're also very fortunate for the time Ren took to chat with us about the poet’s journey. Check out the
discussion below.
*The following interview involves Orson's Publishing (OP) and Ren Pike (RP).
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OP: How did your journey with the written word begin?
RP: It feels like I've always been writing poetry and prose. But my earliest memory of writing was
when I did the Writer badge in Guiding at age 8. The badge tester took my writing seriously. She
interviewed me, made me feel like my story had value. She called me a writer. I believed her.
OP: Is being a poet your primary occupation?
RP: No. My day job is in information systems. I hold a BSc in Computer Science and Physics. I like
that my data work uses a different part of my brain. So I have capacity to write before and after my IS
job.
OP: What about these poems are you most proud?
RP: These poems both deal with water as witness—what it sees, what it knows. I'm proud of how each
poem asks you to re-examine and re-interpret what flows around your everyday reality.
OP: Tell us about your writing process. Do you approach all pieces of writing in the same way?
RP: I tend to capture ideas and images in my notebook. And then sit for extended periods to reflect on
where these bits are taking my thoughts. If one of those trails excites me, I usually end up writing a first
draft. Then I refine and re-configure in various ways via major and minor versions.
OP: As a child, what did you want to be when you grew up? How has that impacted your writing?
RP: Astronaut. Cowboy. These were there early on. By the time I was in uni I'd learned that horses are
nothing like bicycles. And astronauts were mostly men. But I did have capability in Math and Physics.
And as I pursued that, I took electives in poetry, language. I'm lucky that my data work does not deplete
my creative work.
OP: Tell us about the biggest sacrifice you’ve made while pursuing writing.
RP: Early on, I had the chance to be part of a writing group that was filled with writers who went on to
regional, national and international success. My participation was ad hoc and quite brief. But it showed
me how good fellow writers and excellent critique could motivate and improve one's work. I ended up
moving away for income reasons and gave up that opportunity. It was a sacrifice that I only came to
fully realize much later.
OP: How many books do you read in a year?
RP: Haha. I start at least 70. I finish probably 30-40. I give a book 50 pages or 3 poems. If it doesn't
engage me, then I move on. No harm. No foul. Novels get passed on when completed or dropped.
Poetry, I keep, unless I truly have no handles by which to grok the poet's work.
OP: Do you attend poetry readings? If so, tell us about the best one you’ve ever attended—what made
it so good?
RP: I've lived internationally and remotely so I've rarely attended readings. But I'd like to attend more.
Since I only decided to attempt publishing in 2019, I'm only now really learning about these events.
I've attended some via live stream. It's great when that is available.
OP: What do you want most out of your literary community?
RP: I would very much like a local writers group that I can join or form. I've been very lucky to have
this wish partly filled via virtual meetings with writers in other locations.
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OP: Do you believe that an MFA is crucial to success as a poet today?
RP: Success is a personal thing. Different definitions for different people. Perhaps some kinds of
success are facilitated by an MFA. But my life experience has been that for most goals, there are
multiple possible paths to success.
OP: What do you cross your fingers for as a poet?
RP: That the poem I write which makes my system zing, is picked up by some stranger and we share a
moment of impromptu, temporally-disjoint intimacy, filled with bursts of existential synthesis.
OP: Where do you see your journey with the written word going
RP. This whole publishing submission process has spurred me to look into journals that I may never
have found organically. I'm reading such outstanding pieces. It's just pumped up my desire to write and
read more. This expanding poetry universe is such a gift. I hope to keep being inspired to step up, step
out.
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Ren Pike is originally from Newfoundland. Through sheer luck, she was born into family who
understood the exceptional value of a library card. She has completed physics, computer science and
education degrees, as well as a poetry course or two. She's worked at a variety of jobs, in a bazillion
different places. Remote and urban. Foreign and domestic. Right now, she's helping communityminded non-profits wring meaning from data in Calgary, Canada. She writes, whenever possible. Her
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Be sure to check out Ren’s poetry in Issue Three of Orson’s Review.
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